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Extended abstract. Side-channel analysis is an important concern for the secu-
rity of cryptographic implementations, and may lead to powerful key recovery at-
tacks if no countermeasures are deployed. Therefore, various types of protection
mechanisms have been proposed over the last 20 years. The first solutions in this
direction were typically aiming at reducing the amount of information leakage
directly at the hardware level, and independent of the algorithm implemented.
Over the years, a complementary approach (next denoted as leakage-resilience)
emerged, trying to exploit the formalism of modern cryptography in order to
design new constructions and security models in which the guarantees of prov-
able security can be extended from mathematical objects towards physical ones.
This naturally raises the question whether the formal results obtained in these
models are practically relevant (both in terms of performance and security)?

The development of sound connections between the formal models of leakage-
resilient (symmetric) cryptography and the practice of side-channel attacks was
one of the main objectives of the CRASH project funded by the European Re-
search Council. In this talk, I will survey a number of results we obtained in
this direction. For this purpose, I will start with a separation result for the se-
curity of stateful and stateless primitives. I will then follow with a discussion of
(i) pseudorandom building blocks together with the theoretical challenges they
raise, and (ii) authentication, encryption and authenticated encryption schemes
together with the practical challenges they raise. I will finally conclude by dis-
cussing emerging trends in the field of physically secure implementations. Quite
naturally, a large number of researchers and teams have worked on similar di-
rections. For most of the topics discussed, I will add a couple of references to
publications that I found inspiring/relevant. The list is (obviously) incomplete
and only reflects my personal interests. I apologize in advance for omissions.

1. The stateful vs. stateless separation. Leakage-resilient symmetric build-
ing blocks can be divided in two main categories. First stateful primitives for
which the (secret) state can be modified via the public inputs, second stateless
primitives for which the (secret) state is initialized only once. The first category is
typically exemplified with Pseudo-Random number Generators (PRGs) / stream
ciphers. The second category is typically exemplified with Pseudom-Random
Functions (PRFs) and Pseudo-Random Permutations (PRPs) / block ciphers.
The most natural constructions to improve the security of such primitives against



side-channel attacks actually borrow from quite old proposals, namely the tree-
based PRF introduced by Goldreich, Goldwasser and Micali (GGM) [33] (in
1984) and the forward-secure PRG of Bellare and Yee (in 2003) [15]. Intuitively,
they reach this goal via key updates, or re-keying, which is achieved very simi-
larly for PRGs/stream ciphers and PRFs/PRPs/block ciphers. Ideally, re-keying
ensures that if the leakage of a single primitive execution is not too informative,
the iteration of multiple executions remains safe. Yet, and despite the proofs of
leakage-resilience are similar for all these constructions, their concrete relevance
is very different. More precisely, while stateful primitives bound the number of
measurements that can be made with each key (which prevents averaging the
noise in the side-channel measurements obtained by the adversary), stateless
primitives only bound the number of input/output pairs that can be measured
(which still allows adversaries to query these primitives multiple times with the
same challenges, and therefore to reduce the noise via averaging). In [13], we
showed that as a result of this observations, quite powerful side-channel attacks
can always be mounted against standard leakage resilient PRFs/PRPs such as
the GGM tree. By contrast, the forward-secure PRG of Bellare and Yee provides
good security guarantees. Typically, it ensures that if the leakage obtained from
one execution of the PRG preserves the computational secrecy of its secret state,
then this computational secrecy will be preserved with many executions.

2. PRGs / stream ciphers and theoretical challenges. Despite their secu-
rity guarantees against many relevant (concrete) side-channel attacks, proving
the security of leakage-resilient PRGs / stream ciphers turns out to be chal-
lenging for two main reasons. First, it requires to guarantee the independence
between multiple executions of this primitive. Second, proving leakage-resilience
in general requires to bound the information leakage provided by the target im-
plementation in a way that can be quantified by hardware engineers. We next
discuss how these issues relate to the difficulty of modeling physical objects.

A. Ensuring independence. When trying to prove the security of an implemen-
tation, the first problem is to find a way to capture the (time) complexity of the
leakage function. In this respect, a natural idea is to consider it as a polynomial-
time function of its inputs (e.g., the secret state in the case of PRGs/stream
ciphers). Unfortunately, such a model leads to quite powerful (“precomputa-
tion” or “future computation”) attacks [28]. For example, a polytime leakage
function is able to compute many iterations of a PRG/stream cipher and to leak
at time t about operations that will only be executed at time t+∆. While such
attacks are obviously unrealistic [71], finding better ways to model the leakages
is surprisingly hard. As a result, the first solutions proposed to deal with the
problem were tweaking the designs in order to deal with this overly powerful
(polytime) leakage function (e.g., with the alternating structure in [28, 63]).

Among the alternative solutions that we considered in order to improve the
efficiency of leakage-resilient PRGs/stream ciphers, a first one was to model their
iterations with a random oracle that the adversary can query but the leakage
function cannot [71, 76]. While this solution is unsatisfying from the theoretical



point-of-view (including random oracles to argue about implementation proper-
ties in indeed questionable), it directly leads to simple proofs for natural con-
structions (e.g., the forward-secure PRG of Bellare and Ye), since ruling out the
precomputation attack by assumption (which is reminiscent of early attempts
to prove the leakage-resilience of simple PRGs in specialized models [62]).

In order to obtain a proof in the standard model without relying on a ran-
dom oracle assumption nor an alternating structure (which requires doubling
the amount of key material), we proposed using alternating randomness in the
PRG/stream cipher iterations [76]. Unfortunately, it was then showed by Faust
et al. that this alternating randomness is not sufficient and that one needs (true)
randomness in all the PRG/stream cipher iterations for the proof to hold [30].
In [75], we finally showed that this true randomness can be replaced by public
pseudo-randomness in an idealized setting similar to minicrypt. More precisely,
we showed that either it is possible to build a key exchange protocol using
only symmetric cryptographic building blocks and their leakages, or the use of
pseudo-randomness in leakage-resilient PRGs/stream ciphers is sound.

B. Bounding the leakage. Whenever trying to prove the security of an imple-
mentation against side-channel attacks, a minimum requirement is to assume
that the secret key(s) is (are) not leaked in full in one execution of the target
algorithm. But here as well, the problem of finding good restrictions on the in-
formativeness of the leakage function is tricky. One simple abstraction, usually
considered as a starting point, is to assume a leakage function with bounded
range. Unfortunately, this hardly reflects the reality of actual measurement se-
tups, where a single observation or trace can contain thousands of samples and
have a much larger range than the actual security parameter. As a result, Dziem-
bowski and Pietrzak introduced a milder requirement, namely that the secret
parameter(s) should have high HILL pseudoentropy conditioned on the observed
leakages [28]. But even this requirement does not provide a realistic solution to
the problem [71]. On the one hand, enforcing high HILL pseudoentropy implies
that some indistinguishability game is hard to break, which contradicts the early
observations of Micali and Reyzin who showed that indistinguishability is general
harder to reach than unpredictability for physical objects [54]. Second, concretely
estimating the HILL pseudoentropy of a leaking device is a challenging problem
as well (i.e., it is not clear how hardware engineers could estimate a value for
the λ-bit leakage considered in proofs using such a leakage requirement).

Starting from the opposite direction of what are the leakage assumptions
that are practically relevant, we face the complementary problem that they may
not be sufficient to prove anything. For example, current evaluation method-
ologies (at best) focus on evaluating security against side-channel key recovery
attacks [47, 69], which is unlikely to provide sound bases for theoretical analysis.
In fact, the most promising solution would be to prove the leakage-resilience of
a PRG based on an unpredictablity requirement, but for now the only solutions
in this direction require an idealized (random oracle) assumption [76].



C. The simulatable leakage attempt. Digging into the previous limitations a bit
more formally, one interesting observation is that bounding the computational
complexity of a leakage function may not be possible at all. Indeed, physical
leakage functions are in the same time highly elaborate and extremely simple.
On the one hand, they solve Maxwell’s equations for a complex implementation,
which would require days of intensive computation if the same solution had to
be found with a numerical integration software. (From this point-of-view, the
leakage function of an AES implementation is certainly more complex than the
AES itself). On the other hand, whenever accessing a physical device, performing
a measurement provides an instantaneous solution to these Maxwell’s equations.
Based on this observation, and since mathematically modeling the leakages of
an implementation may be hard, the solution we proposed at CRYPTO 2013
is simply to ignore the problem and to avoid modeling this function at all.
For this purpose, we assumed that the leakages can be simulated using the
same implementation as the target one (which is therefore considered as public
knowledge) and without knowing the secret (key). The main interest of this
assumption is that it is empirically falsifiable by hardware engineers and can
be used to prove natural leakage-resilient constructions (e.g., the forward-secure
PRG of Bellare and Ye) in the standard model. We also proposed a first instance
of leakage simulator as a proof of concept and for further investigation, essentially
building simulated traces by concatenating traces that are consistent with the
public plaintext and ciphertext (generated with a random key) [70].

Interestingly, our instance of simulator has been analyzed (and falsified) in a
work by Longo Galea et al. [46], who showed that it is in fact possible to detect
simulated traces by looking at the correlation between successive samples in the
measurements. In a following ASIACRYPT 2014 rump session talk, we then ob-
served that this detection in fact mostly exploits the noise correlation (i.e., it is
not based on the leakage of sensitive variables), and is therefore not in contradic-
tion with the concrete security of a construction (while it of course contradicts
its proof) [61]. As the authors of [46], we concluded that the definition of im-
proved leakage simulator instances that withstand the correlation distinguisher
is an interesting scope for further research, and that the simulatable leakage
paradigm for now remains the only physically verifiable/falsifiable assumption
available for the quantitative analysis of leakage-resilient constructions.

Related works. Remarkably, the STOC 2008 alternating structure is quite sim-
ilar to the way threshold implementations deal with one concrete case of non-
independent leakages at the block cipher S-box level (called glitches) [58]. This
illustrates a case where theoretical and practical challenges in the field of side-
channel security are well connected. Leakage-resilient PRFs and PRPs ignoring
the concrete separation between stateful and stateless primitives of Section 1
(which is transparent from the proof point-of-view) can be found in [23]. Even-
tually, another attempt to bound the computational complexity of the leakage
function can be found in [31], where it is modeled as an ACO circuit.



3. Authentication, encryption and practical challenges. Based on the
previous leakage-resilient building blocks, the next step is to design authentica-
tion, encryption and authenticated encryption schemes that provide improved
security against side-channel attacks, which we discuss in this section.

A. A pragmatic model. Our first contribution in this direction is a pragmatic
answer to the separation result in Section 1. Namely, since leakage-resilience is
hardly effective in the context of stateless primitives while such stateless primi-
tives are in general necessary for the initialization/synchronization of symmetric
cryptographic protocols, a solution is to consider a model in which an (expensive)
stateful primitive that is protected by other countermeasures (see paragraph C in
this section) is only used minimally and combined with a leakage-resilient mode
of operation running with a (much cheaper and) less protected block cipher im-
plementation. At CCS 2015, we showed that such a pragmatic model can be used
to prove the leakage-resilience of authentication and encryption schemes [60].

In both cases, the proposed modes of operation provide strong security guar-
antees against side-channel key recovery attacks. In the case of authentication,
since the unforgeability of a MAC is defined based on an unpredictability game,
one also obtains security guarantees close to the ones expected in a black box
setting (i.e., unforgeability with leakage). By contrast, in the case of encryption
it remains that semantic security is impossible to achieve in a physical setting.
Indeed, any single bit of information leaked about the plaintext (that has to
be manipulated somehow by the leaking device) is enough to distinguish. More
theoretical approaches (such as [56, 37]) were dealing with this problem by ex-
cluding the leakage during the challenge phase of the security definition (which
is unrealistic, since there is no reason an adversary should not exploit this leak-
age). Our proposal is to consider a more realistic setting where we show that
the security of multiple encryption rounds tightly reduces to the security of a
single encryption round, independent of what can be guaranteed for it (e.g., cer-
tainly not semantic security). We leave as an interesting challenge to investigate
alternative ways to define plaintext/ciphertex security with leakage.

B. Authenticated encryption. Leakage-resilient authentication and leakage-resili-
ent encryption schemes can naturally be combined into leakage-resilient authenti-
cated encryption schemes. Yet, one important problem remains that the security
of the constructions in the previous paragraph strongly depends on the use of a
fresh IV in order to generate ephemeral secrets. Hence, it also raises the ques-
tion of what happens if one combines the exploitation of side-channel leakage
and IV misuse. In [16], we showed that the security of some natural candidates
for generic composition of authentication and encryption into authenticated en-
cryption schemes strongly suffers from this combination. In fact, and based on a
number of concrete attacks, we can even argue that full misuse-resistance with
leakage seems impossible to achieve based on symmetric building blocks only. By
contrast, we showed that the relaxed notion of ciphertext integrity with misuse
and leakage is reachable and proposed first instances of constructions satisfying
this new notion, that is the best that can be obtained currently.



Besides, we also observed that in the symmetric cryptographic setting, the
fact that the decryption is deterministic usually allows an adversary access-
ing decryption leakages to bypass the ephemeral secrets corresponding to the
IV. Hence, and despite our proposed construction satisfying ciphertext integrity
with misuse and leakage mitigates a number of attacks, designing authenticated
encryption schemes where attacks exploiting the decryption leakage are totally
captured and prevented remains an important scope for further investigations.

C. Leak-free (stateless) component. Eventually, our pragmatic model implies the
ability to design so-called leak-free implementations of a stateless cryptographic
primitive (i.e., a PRF or a PRP/block cipher) based on other side-channel coun-
termeasures. We next discuss three possible approaches for this purpose.

Example 1. Masking and bitslice ciphers. Quite naturally, a first solution
is to build on established protection mechanisms such as masking (aka secret
sharing) [17, 39, 67, 65, 24, 25] and shuffling [38, 74]. In view of the quite large
overheads needed to implement masking securely for standard ciphers (such as
the AES Rijndael), one interesting direction to reach this goal is to design ciphers
dedicated to efficient masking. Intuitively, this implies reducing the amount of
non-linear operations used in the cipher [64]. One solution we investigated is
to reduce the number of non-linear S-boxes thanks to partial linear layers [32].
Another one is to reduce the multiplicative complexity of the S-boxes by taking
advantage of bitslice ciphers (e.g., the LS-designs introduced in [34]).

Note that in both cases, such design approaches are inherently more risky
than using standard ciphers such as the AES Rijndael. For example, partial linear
layers have been cryptanalysed and improved in [5] and dense sets of weak keys
have been put forward for some instances of (involutive) LS-designs in [45] (see
also the recent work in [72]). Yet, and in general, no generic cryptanalysis made
these new cipher structures invalid, and therefore they remain an interesting
target for further investigations. Also, the eXtended LS-designs in [41] bring
an interesting tradeoff, between the extreme simplicity of LS-designs and more
conservative cipher structures exploiting the wide-trail strategy [19].

Example 2. PRFs with non-standard assumptions. As an alternative to mask-
ing, we introduced a specialized leakage-resilient PRF construction taking advan-
tage of (hardware) parallelism at CHES 2012 [52]. The security of this construc-
tion essentially relies on a careful selection of plaintexts that makes standard
divide-and-conquer side-channel attacks hardly applicable. More precisely, by
ensuring that each plaintext byte is always the same, one can guarantee that
the key-dependent predictions of the leakages used in such attacks will be the
same for all key bytes, so that the only thing an adversary can obtain from the
leakages is some joint information about all these key bytes at once. In other
words, such a construction creates hard(er) to exploit key-dependent algorithmic
noise. Its main advantage are that (i) it does not require any fresh random-
ness (contrary to masking, which has high randomness requirements) and (ii)
hardware parallelism can be emulated in software thanks to shuffling [35]. Its
main drawbacks are that (i) it relies on a new hardware assumptions that the



S-boxes leak according to a similar model and (ii) advanced attacks can reduce
the impact of key-dependent algorithmic noise (see [14], which also proposed
new cipher structures to deal with the requirements of the CHES 2012 PRF).

In order to mitigate these limitations, we then introduced an alternative
leakage-resilient PRF construction relying on a combination of (hardware) par-
allelism and unknown inputs generated thanks to a leakage-resilient PRG at
ASIACRYPT 2016 [53]. The latter construction is an interesting target for ex-
ternal analysis since it maintains the advantages of the CHES 2012 PRF proposal
while significantly redusing/simplifying its hardware assumptions.

Example 3. Key-homomorphism and fresh re-keying. Yet another approach
to make masking more efficient is to consider key-homomorphic building blocks,
so that the complexity of the protected implementations scales only linearly
(hence optimally) in the number of shares. A typical approach to exploit such
properties is fresh re-keying, for which the first instances were exploiting non-
cryptographic (heuristic) and key-homomorphic re-keying functions [51, 50], and
could only guarantee birthday security [20]. Such first attempts also left as an
open problem to protect the interaction between the block cipher and the re-
keying function, which has been analyzed in [12, 11, 36]. We contributed on these
issues in two directions. First we showed in [22] how to design fresh re-keying
schemes with beyond birthday (black box) security. Second, we proposed new
instances of cryptographically strong re-keying functions based on the Learning
Parity with Noise (LPN) and Learning With Errors (LWR) problems [27].

Related works. The problem of leakage-resilient encryption (thanks to a PRF)
has been tackled by Belaid et al. in [1] (although their use of a leakage-resilient
PRF also ignores the stateful vs. stateless separation of Section 1, which limits its
practical relevance). Leakage-resilient authenticated encryption in the symmet-
ric setting has been considered independently in [21], where the authors describe
a sponge-based construction which provides a nice heuristic connection between
the amount of leakage that can be tolerated and the capacity of the sponge.
Eventually, another way to deal with the problem of leakage resilient authenti-
cation and encryption is to rely directly on asymmetric cryptography, of which
the richer algebraic structure allows easier formal treatment [44, 49]

4. Wrapping up and emerging trends. The main conclusion of the previ-
ous sections is that we now have a number of well understood building blocks,
working both as internal protection for any primitive (e.g., masking, shuffling)
as as modes for authentication, encryption and authenticated encryption. So
an important challenge for future cryptographic implementations is to establish
sound and efficient ways to combine these building blocks. In this respect, and
as a conclusion of this overview, I next list a few trends that I believe relevant
for further progresses in the field of side-channel secure design.

Trend 1. Tools and formal methods. In view of the difficulty of establishing
the security of an implementation, exploiting tools for better and earlier security
assessments of side-channel leakages appears as an important direction. Early
attempts in this direction include the compiler-assisted masking tool in [55]



or the automatic application of side-channel countermeasures that we studied
in [10]. Even more relevant for the future is the exploitation of formal methods
for proving the security of an implementation [29, 6] and the exploitation of
composable gadgets to efficiently analyze the security of large systems [7].

Trend 2. Lazy engineering and security against physical defaults. One con-
sistent limitation of masking is that its secure implementation is not only ex-
pensive but also highly dependent on physical defaults. For examples, glitches
in hardware implementations [48], or memory transitions in software implemen-
tations [18] are well-known issues that can reduce the security guarantees of
masking. In general, solutions that inherently reduce the security risks due to
such physical defaults, or systematic approaches to deal with them (such as the
threshold implementations in [58] and lazy engineering in [4]) are certainly an
important ingredient to develop for emerging secure technologies.

Trend 3. Advanced attacks and more elaborate masking schemes. Since side-
channel countermeasures generally imply performance overheads (e.g., masking
implies a quadratic increase of the operations to perform), it also means that
a protected implementation offers more and more target leakages to the adver-
saries, which is potentially exploitable with advanced techniques such as [73,
9]. Hence, masking schemes that better cope with this increase of exploitable
leakages, such as the circuit compiler in [2] or the parallel implementations in [8]
(which reduce the cycle count) are an important research direction.

Besides, masking schemes with a more elaborate algebraic structure, poten-
tially secure in stronger model than the probing model of Ishai et al. [39] are
another interesting scope for further investigation. In this respect, inner product
masking appears as a promising candidate [26]. Yet, we note that its higher se-
curity guarantees would only materialize if applied in large fields, and it is still
unclear how this could be efficiently applied to standard cryptographic primitives
(e.g., in [3] the application to the AES Rijndael is running in GF(28)).

Trend 4. Security without obscurity. Finally, we mention that both for the
application of tools and formal methods to concrete systems (e.g., microcon-
trollers, cryptographic co-processors) and for the mitigation of physical defaults,
the knowledge of the implementation details is critical. So we believe that open
designs and (physical) security without obscurity will become increasingly rele-
vant in the future. They are indeed generally needed for security proofs to apply,
and for security evaluations to guarantee high security levels.
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